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ABSTRACT
The number of personal vehicles usage is increasing manifold. People prefer personal vehicles to commute than
depend on public transportation. Finding a parking space in most metropolitan areas, especially during the rush
hours, is difficult for drivers. Due to this there is a need to provide sufficient parking places coupled with plenty
of slots to help the user park his vehicle safely, also to ensure the user does not end up parking on non-parking
area and cause discomfort to pedestrian. The idea behind our Android Application- “MOTO HANJA” ( where
MOTO means motor or vehicle and HANJA is a Chinese word for parking ) is to help the user analyses area’s
where parking is available and number of slots free in that area. Additionally, to his arrival, the user can book a
slot in the area he desires if it is available. This will help reduce the load on the administrator as his physical
work reduces drastically and user can search the parking slot through Android Application. “MOTO HANJA”
Application relieves the user from the hassle of manually searching and waiting for empty slots to park the
vehicle.

I. INTRODUCTION

Management solutions tend to be significantly more
optimum than increasing supply as they tend to

About Parking:
Parking facilities are a major expense to society and

support more strategic objectives. Some of these
objectives are listed below.

parking conflicts are among the most common
problems facing infrastructure planners. These

• Improved user options and quality of service.

problems can be most often described either in terms

• If the strategies are decided properly, there can be

of supply or in terms of management. Parking

significant revenue generate that could help finance

management describes the process of optimizing the
use of parking policies while making use of policies

other facilities
infrastructure.

and programs that are applicable to parking. A wellthought out parking strategy often helps reduce the

Problems with the Parking Industry:

number of parking spots required in a particular

Parking guidance is an optimization control

situation and provides a variety of socio-economic

problem which provides driving route suggestion

and environmental benefits. When all factors are

and slot status by using computer technology,

taken into consideration, improved management is

mechanics of communication, and control technique

often the best solution to parking problems.

for the purpose of guiding drivers to the expected

• Facility cost savings.
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parking place. The result of such methods is to guide

needs to make a reservation and a spot is allocated to

the customer to the expected parking place by

him along with directions to that spot.

driving on planned route. The disadvantage of
current smart parking or parking guidance systems is

Parking Space Inefficiency:

that they only obtain the availability information of

Often, people complain of lack of parking spots

parking spots from deployed sensor networks and

when actual counts show that only 60 to 75 percent

that they just broadcast the parking information

of spots are occupied. It is very important to deal

directly to drivers. Since these systems do not

with perceptions of parking shortages. The most

actually direct a driver to the designated parking

appropriate way for cities to address parking

spot they sometimes make the situation worse and

shortages is to price the spots that would result in 14

are hence deemed not smart enough. It is, therefore,

percent of spots being made available. We have

strongly desired to provide an effective strategy to

provided a 2-class parking strategy involving

address these concerns.

booking limits where we have a differential pricing
of parking spots in order to increase revenue.

Environmental Concerns:
Hunting

for

a

vacant

parking

spot

in

a

II. RESEARCH ELABORATIONS

metropolitan/suburban area is a daily source of
anxiety for most drivers and it is time-consuming. It

Existing System

generally results more traffic congestion and air
pollution by constantly cruising in certain area only

Currently, most of the existing parking system are
manually managed and a little inefficient. In urban

for an available parking space. For instance, a recent

areas, where number of vehicles is higher as

survey, shows that during rush hours in most big

compared to the availability to the parking space, a

cities, the traffic generated by cars searching for

lot of time being wasted in searching for parking

parking spots takes up to 40% of the total traffic and

location. Hence smart parking system is a proposed

a correspondingly high proportion of CO2 emissions.

method that user can reserve their parking spaces

Motor vehicle accidents and other situations cause

using our application.

high number of fatalities, injuries, and economic
distress resulting from emergency and health care

Problem faced by users:

services as well as property damage. Parking is a

The problem faced by the users in parking their

major part of overall mobility as every vehicle trip
finally concludes in parking the car somewhere at

vehicles as indicated by the survey:
1. Long distance from parking to destination.

the destination. Over the course of a year, vehicles

2. No shades.

looking for parking in one small business district of

3. No proper sign boards and guidance.

Los Angeles burned 47,000 gallons of gasoline that

4. Security problems.

totals 945,000 extra miles travelled or two round

5. Space congestion.

trips to the moon and produced 730 tons of carbon

6. Fuel consumption is high.

dioxide. To deal with aimless wandering caused by

7. Wastage of time in search of parking space.

the search for parking, we have incorporated a
reservation system for parking. In this, the user
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administration to allocate the vacant slot in a
methodical and organized manner.

III. RESULTS
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scenario of parking problem in India.
We brought out in this paper how the parking
problem in such places can be tackled with a wellthought plan. The plan helps both the visitors and
administrators. It helps the visitors in finding out the
availability of a parking slot, get the availability
confirmed, and reach the place within the time slot
allotted. It helps the administration to allocate the
vacant slot to the next person in queue. A well
thought parking plan saves the time of visitors in
booking a parking slot in advance and the
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